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WE ARE  BCN

A single source provider 
helping business customers 
find simplicity in complex 
multi-location, multi-network 
technology deployments 
based on the portfolios of 
75+ wholesale network 
partners.

A single-source for 
custom-configured solutions.

SINGLE PROVIDER

All services at all locations 
on one monthly invoice.

UNIFIED BILLING

CUSTOMER CARE

Single point of contact for  
U.S.-based support.

OUR LEGACY

26 years of experience 
and thousands of 
business customers.

$

SOLUTION OVERVIEW  

BCN offers a variety of wireless solutions that can be deployed to meet each customer’s 
specific needs. Whether for primary, back-up/failover, or hard to reach locations, BCN 
will uniquely tailor each solution. Customers with multiple locations can be assured that 
BCN’s range of wireless options means we’ll get you connected.

NATIONWIDE SATELLITE BUSINESS INTERNET

A Viasat-based satellite business internet from BCN offers 35/4 Mbps (download/upload) plans to 
over 96% of the U.S. population. In select areas you can also get 60/4 Mbps and 100/4 Mbps plans. 
In the few places where 35/4 Mbps is not available, we offer 12/3 Mbps. 

BETTER BACKUP CONNECTION

Affordable and truly diverse secondary connection for business continuity solutions.

PRIORITIZED CONNECTION

Business customer data receives preference on the network, so you get the speeds you need during 
important business hours.

ENABLE BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

Fast speeds allow businesses to run critical business applications such as VoIP, Point-of-Sale, IoT and 
more.

QUICK INSTALLATIONS

A satellite business internet solution from BCN is typically installed in just 3 to 5 days, so businesses 
can get up and running immediately.

WITH BCN COMPLEX NEVER MEANS COMPLICATED
A single source solutions provider helping business customers find simplicity in complex multi-location, multi-
service, multi-network technology deployments. Our expert teams deliver solutions crafted from the best-in-class 
portfolios of more than 75 unique wholesale network partners.  BCN offers traditional and cloud-based voice, a 
variety of internet access and wireless options, SD-WAN, Managed Equipment, Network Monitoring, Security, and 
more. In addition, BCN provides customers with one monthly invoice for all services and a state-of-the-art portal 
to manage their BCN business. BCN is recognized for an overall ease of doing business, the accessibility and 
responsiveness of the entire team, and our superior service and support. 
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